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Frigoscandia Equipment AB
Rusthållsgatan 21, Box 913
SE-251 09 HELSINGBORG

Phone: +46 42 490 4000
Fax: +46 42 490 4040
E-mail: info.fse@intl.fmcti.com
www.frigoscandia-equipment.com

ADVANTEC™ Freezer and Chiller

The modular ADVANTEC patented freezer provides all the 
benefi ts of Frigoscandia Equipment’s proven impingement 
freezing technology in a very fl exible package.

The world’s best freezer for 
thin, fl at products

We offer the best, most cost-effective freezing equip-
ment you will ever fi nd, as well as perfectly matched 
refrigeration units. And we also offer lifetime sup-
port! Truly a partner your business can count on.

A Lifetime Partner for your Business 



Airfl ow inside the ADVANTEC 
freezer

Boost capacity by simply adding 
a second module

PATENTED IMPINGEMENT AIR-
FLOW TECHNOLOGY

Our impingement technology is a revolu-
tionary way of effi ciently freezing thin, fl at 
food products. Thousands of high velocity 
jets of air, simultaneously directed at the 
top and bottom surfaces of the product, 
strip away the insulating boundary layer of 
air that surrounds it, freezing it extremely 
fast and sealing in its freshness. The result? 
Superior product quality.

FAST EFFICIENT FREEZING

The ADVANTEC freezer offers all the 
speed and quality of cryogenic freezing - 
but at only half the cost! Dehydration is 
kept to an absolute minimum and superior 
product quality is assured. 

FLEXIBLE MODULAR DESIGN

Its modular design also makes it possible 
for you to expand your operation just 
by attaching an additional module to the 
existing one, and extending your freezer 
zone to accomodate a bigger volume of the 
product. 

BELT WIDTHS TO CHOOSE FROM

You have four conveyor widths to choose from, and there’s one 
that perfectly suits different food product combinations. All the 
way, you are assured of optimum effi ciency and use of the freezing 
area. (Refer to the table below for the sizes.)

TWO-BELT FLEXIBILITY OPTION

The two belts parallel to each other are controlled independently, 
offering you the needed fl exibility in handling your products. 
• They can run independently at different speeds - ideal for 

simultaneous freezing of products with different thicknesses.
• They can be synchronized with each other and used as a single 

conveyor - doubling your capacity for no additional investment.
• They can run in opposite directions, on a U-confi guration, 

with the product entering and exiting the machine through 
the same end. 

EXTREMELY HIGH FOOD SAFETY STANDARDS

We adhere to our principle of Hygiene by Design, in making our equipment 
extremely easy to keep clean and hygienic - and the ADVANTEC freezer is 
no exception.
• The freezing area is of stain-less steel, with rounded corners and sloped 

surfaces, eliminating the risk of bacteria build-up. 
• The coils are designed for easy cleaning and defrost.
• The fl oor is elevated to facilitate more effective cleaning of the unit.
• The entire freezing zone is completely accessible and offers a lot of elbow 

room for more effi cient cleaning and maintenance of even the most remote 
sections.

• The freezer is designed to allow full visual inspection of all surfaces. This 
eliminates the risk of unseen and unexpected hygiene hazards. 

Superior Overall Economics

• Fast, effi cient freezing
• Superior hygiene features 
• Minimum downtime 
• Easy installation and relocation
• Low dehydration factor
• Can be used both for chilling and freez-

ing
• Minimum maintenance and operating 

costs
• Custom-designed to effi ciently freeze 

fl at products of up to 25mm thick, and 
chill products of up to 130mm thick

Ideal for Various Food Appli-
cations

• fi sh fi llets 
• shrimps 
• shellfi sh 
• bakery & bread products
• confectionery 
• ready meals 
• poultry parts & fi llets (raw & processed) 
• beef & sausage patties (raw & processed)  
• potato products
• egg products

Capacity and Performance of ADVANTEC

Product Infeed Temp
Freezing

Time
(in mins)

Belt Load
(kg/meter

belt)

Cap./module
(kg/hr)

Weight Loss
(%)

Cooked Shripms

1 layer. 13 mm thick
+25 3.1 4.7 410 0.7

Cooked Shrimps

2 layers. 13 mm thick
+25 3.9 9.4 655 0.7

Raw redfish fillets

15 mm thick
+5 5.0 5.7 320 0.9

Raw redfish fillets

23 mm thick
+5 7.9 7.5 280 0.9

Raw cod portion

25 thick
+5 8.0 9.5 320 0.9

Egg patties

15 mm thick
+80 7.0 6.5 260 2.6

Thin bread

4 mm thick
30 0.5 1.3 720 0.3

Hamburgers*

6.5 mm thick
-1 1.8 4.6 700 0.5

Hamburgers*

11 mm thick
-1 3.0 7.8 700 0.5

Estimates are based on a 1.250 mm gross belt. and an outfeed temperature of -18°C    *Shuttle conveyor needed

Adequate space 
and elevated 
fl oor area for 
easy cleaning 
and inspection 
of the freezing 
area.

SUPERIOR PRODUCT HANDLING

The patented design of the ADVANTEC freezer uses a unique 
straight belt that moves the product through the cold jets of air, 
without any transfer or movement that often cause wrinkling or 
deformation. This ensures that the form and appearance of your 
products are preserved.

Belt Widths for ADVANTEC

One belt Two belt option

1 250 2 x 625

1 400 2 x 700

1 600 2 x 800

1 800 2 x 900
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DESCRIPTION

1/60108 - 01 - 01 - 02 - 06SALES INFORMATION

DIMENSIONS (SI-SYSTEM)
ADVANTEC™ Impingement freezer

* Minimum access clearance.
** Infeed height.
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TECHNICAL DATA (SI-SYSTEM)
Advantec 600-1250 mm belt - 50 Hz
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Advantec 600-1250 mm belt - 60 Hz
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FUNCTION
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WORKING PRINCIPLE

1. Belt
2. Infeed unit
3. Top sheets
4. Impingement ducts
5. Plenum
6. Fans
7. Evaporator coils
8. Plenum lids
9. Outfeed unit
10. Emergency stop buttons

In general

Products are loaded onto the belt, at the infeed. The belt carries
the products into the ADVANTEC™ freezer. Cold air removes
heat and rapidly chills the product.  The products continue
through the freezer, until frozen and then pass through the
outfeed.  A release plate at the outfeed helps products off the
belt.
The operation is controlled and monitored from the control panel.
Holding time, evaporator temperatures and a number of other
variables are shown on the control panel.

Conveyor belt
The conveyor belt is a stainless-steel, wire mesh belt.

Infeed unit
The infeed unit supports the conveyor belt. The tension, align-
ment and take-up of the conveyor belt can be adjusted at the
freezer infeed.
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Top sheets
The top sheets are perforated, removable lids which seal along
the conveyor side panel. The sheets control the air flow, to the
surface of the producs, and must be down in operating position
and sealed properly during freezing.
By using a winch the lids can be raised, which allows access to
the product zone. The winch is located inside the freezer at the
conveyor gable.

Product height spacers (option)
As standard the freezer is designed with a vertical clearance
(belt-lid) of 35 mm. This allows product with a thickness up to 25
mm to be processed.
As an option the freezer can be equipped with spacers which
increase the vertical clearance for thicker products, from 35 mm
up to 200 mm in steps of 15 mm.

Impingement ducts
The impingement ducts are perforated sloped tubes. The ducts
support the conveyor belt and control the air flow, to the bottom
of the product. When the air has passed the products it passes
down and through the ducts. Then it passes through the evapo-
rator and the fans again.

Plenum
The plenum is a pressurized chamber which channels air
through the top sheets and impingement ducts.
As circulating air passes through the top sheets or lower im-
pingement ducts, it loses pressure and is warmed by the prod-
uct. This warmer, lower pressured air must be re-cooled by the
evaporator coil, before returning to the fan to be repressurized in
the plenum.

Evaporators
The evaporators are located overhead on each side of the
freezer, they cool the circulated air inside the freezer.
Cold ammonia is used as refrigerant. The evaporator tubes have
thin plates or fins attached to them, which create a large surface
area as heat transfer. Air passes over these fins and is quickly
cooled.

O-1100796
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Fans
The air, coming from the evaporator, is circulated through the
fans. The pressure generated by the fans forces the air through
the top sheets and the lower impingement ducts. Suction then
pulls the air back through the evaporator.

�
Warning
The evaporator fins are extremely sharp!  Use
caution when working in and around the freezer.

Plenum lids
The plenum lids isolate the enclosure from the high pressured
plenum. They consist of two sliding lids per module, one at each
side, which give access to the plenum.
The plenum lids must be in closed position during freezing.

Outfeed unit
The outfeed unit supports the conveyor belt and pulls it through
the freezer. The speed of the belt can be adjusted at the control
panel. A product scraper is mounted at the outfeed unit.

Product scraper
The product scraper at the end of the outfeed unit is used to
remove product which has frozen to the conveyor belt mesh.
The scraper is a white UHMW (ultra-high molecular weight)
plastic plate, supported by a steel spring-loaded, self-adjusting
frame.

Belt opening liners
The UHMW plastic belt opening liners support the conveyor belt
as it passes through the freezer wall. They also form a seal
around the return belt to prevent outside air from entering the
freezer.

Belt rinser
An integrated belt rinser is mounted at the outfeed end inside the
enclosure. The belt rinser sprays high pressure water on both
sides of the conveyor belt mesh. For best result, an industry
safe detergent should be applied to the conveyor belt before a
final belt rinse.

O-1100796
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Internal rails
Plastic glide strips, on the outer edges and center section,
support the conveyor belt through the product zone by. The
return section of the belt is supported by tapered steel rails with
fastened glide strips.

Drains
Drains are installed on each side of the freezer to carry away
defrosting water. During defrost or cleaning the drains must be
in open position. Do not allow pools of water inside the freezer.
The floor in the freezer is slanted to allow drainage.

Emergency stop buttons
Emergency stop buttons are mounted on the infeed and outfeed
unit. When an emergency stop button is pressed, all freezer
functions are switched of.

Low Volume System - LVS (option)
The LVS is an integrated ammonia refrigeration system that
increases the efficiency of the heat transfer process inside the
freezer.
The vessel for the LVS is located at the freezer ceiling, inside
the plenum chamber. The vessel and piping network extend
beyond the freezer enclosure through the roof and are con-
nected to the existing ammonia piping for the plant.

~~~
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ELECTRIC CONTROL PANEL
All operations are controlled and monitored from
the control panel. On the front, the control panel
is equipped with an emergency stop button, an
instrument panel with text display and an opera-
tor terminal with operation controls.

1. Text display
2. Operator terminal
3. Emergency stop button
4. Main switch

Text display
The text display shows the following:

5. Air temperature (°C)
6. Evaporating temperature (°C)
7. Holding time (min), belt 1
8. Holding time (min), belt 2 *

Operator terminal
The operator terminal contains buttons and
selectors for the freezer operation as well as
symbols for selected operation.

9. Mode selector
10. Internal lighting
11. Alarm silence/reset
12. Holding time adjustment, belt 1
13. Holding time adjustment, belt 2 *
14. Reverse belt direction, belt 1 *
15. Reverse belt direction, belt 2 *
16. Belt drive start/stop, belt 1
17. Belt drive start/stop, belt 2 *
18. Production line control, belt 1
19. Production line control, belt 2 *
20. Main start/stop of freezer

* Optional equipment
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Main switch
The main switch stops all freezer functions when set in
position ‘0’.

)
Warning:
The inside lighting remains live even when the
main switch is in position ‘0’:

Ventilation in control panel
A fan with filter, placed at the gable of the panel, sucks ambient
air into the panel for ventilation purpose. The air leaves at the
upper part of the panel through grids with filter. The fan is run-
ning when the main switch is in position ‘I’ and the temperature
inside the panel is above the setting on the thermostat.

Transient protection
The transient protection consists of three varistors connected to
the three phases direct after the main switch. This to protect the
electronic equipment in the electrical panel, such as frequency
converter and measuring relays etc., from damage by tran-
sients on the supply voltage.

Electrical control system
Emergency stops
When an emergency stop button is pressed, all functions are
switched off. The text display shows the appropriate alarm code,
an acoustic signal sounds inside the panel and the flash-light
goes on.

Service handle
There are no emergency stops inside the freezer. By turning a
switch inside the control panel the freezer can be operated with
the service handle. The handle will actuate when the grip is
pressed too tight or when the grip is released.
The service handle may only be used by aurthorized service
personnel.

Mechanism safety system
The freezer is equipped with safety limit switches. If any of the
safety switches are activated the acoustic signal and the flash-
light goes on. The appropriate alarm code is shown and the
alarm silence/reset button is lit.
The acoustic signal is muted and the flash-light goes off when
the alarm silence/reset button is pressed once, the button
remains lit. The alarm is cleared when the alarm silence/reset
button is pressed once more.

I

0
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 Programmable Logic Controller - PLC
The electrical systems in the freezer are controlled and moni-
tored by the PLC, except for safety systems.
The PLC program is stored in an EPROM module, easy to ex-
change if a PLC program has to be updated or changed.
The PLC reads the program from the EPROM when the main
switch is set to position I.

Acoustic alarm signal
If a fault occurs in one of the freezer systems a siren (inside the
panel) sounds, the flash-light goes on and the yellow alarm
silence/reset button is lit up. The appropriate alarm code is
shown.

Alarm silence/reset button
The siren and the flash-light are switched off when the yellow
alarm silence/reset button is pressed once, the button remains
lit. The alarm is cleared when the button is pressed once more.

Production line control
This enables the production line behind the freezer to control the
freezer belt(s). If the line behind the freezer is stopped a relay is
activated, the contacts change simulaneously with the acoustic
signal and the belt stops. This function is selected or by-passed
with this push button, green button means by-passed function.

Mode selector switch
The freezer can be operated in the following modes: production,
drying, belt rinsing and defrosting.
A operation mode is selected by the mode selector switch and
started by pressing the main start button. The selected mode is
stopped by pressing the main stop button or by selecting a
different operation mode.
Defrosting is controlled by the freezer control system. During
defrosting, the operator terminal is blocked and it is not possible
to change operation mode.

Main start button
A selected mode is started by pressing the main start button.
During start-up of production or drying, the button flashes until
all fans are started. The button is also flashing if something is
wrong, for example; if a fan or belt stop or if there is an overload.
The button remains lit during operation.

Note!
The belt(s) starts automatically.

Main stop button
A selected mode is stopped by pressing the main stop button.
If the freezer is stopped by an emergency stop, all functions are
switched off. The button remains lit until the emergency stop has
been reset.

o
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Belt drive start/stop button
The buttons start and stop the belt drive in all modes. The but-
tons remain lit while the belt is in operation.

Note!
If the freezer is provided with two belts they will always be
controlled independently.

Holding time adjustment buttons
The holding time, shown in the text display, is set and adjusted
by the increase or decrease buttons.

~~~
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SERVICE HANDLE
Personnel safety system
The equipment’s personnel safety system is constructed to meet
the highest demands from EEC’s machine directive 91/368/EEC.
In order to protect personnel from moving parts, the equipment
can only be started for production from the control panel when
all doors are closed.  As soon as any of the doors are opened,
the security circuit is broken which will cause the freezer to stop.

Function
For inspections and maintenance work it can sometimes be
practical to run the freezer with the doors open. To make this
possible, the freezer is equipped with a service handle and a
key switch inside the control panel.
The switch has two positions:

1. Production mode
2. Service mode

When the switch is in position service, the warning lamps start
blinking. The freezer can then only  be started and stopped with
the service handle. The start button on the control panel is not
working when the freezer is in service mode.

Before starting, select function with the mode selector switch on
the display.  You start selected functions by pressing the button
on the service handle to mid-position.
If you press too tight or too loose, the functions will stop. The
service handle is equipped with a long flexible cord, which
allows it to reach in through both doors.

)
Warning
The person who starts the freezer with the
service handle is responsible for the security
and must make sure that no one can come to
harm.

Note!
• Make sure the service handle’s flexible cord is handled so it

will not be damaged or caught in moving parts.
• Reset the key switch in the control panel to position produc-

tion after usage.

It is under no circumstances allowed to:
• run the freezer in production with the key switch in position

“Service”.
• fasten the service handle’s pressure button in run mode.

~~~
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HEAVY DUTY BELT RINSER
The heavy duty (HD) belt rinser is to be used
intermittent during production to keep the belt
clean from product debris.
It is a high flow belt rinser with recirculating
water. The belt is rinsed and then dried by an air
knife.

The rinser is located at the outfeed end, be-
tween the enclosure and the outfeed unit. This
makes sure that the belt is cooled down when
returning to the infeed, before product is loaded
on the belt.

A first spray header forms a water curtain to
mechanically loosen and remove debris. A
second spray header uses water (potable) to
clean and rinse the belt. An air knife blows off all
water drops from the belt before the belt goes
back into the equipment.

Water from the spray headers pass through a
cleaning filter on top of the tank. During rinsing,
the water level will rise, in order to keep the
water level fixed water is constantly drained
from the tank through an overflow edge.
The tank can be removed for cleaning between
the rinse sequences, use the manual drain valve
to empty the tank. The filter in the tank can also
be removed for cleaning.

~~~
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SAFETY PRECAUTION
Always make sure:
that equipment is handled by trained staff.

to understand all warning signs on the equipment.

to identify location of all emergency stops.

to wear suitable protective clothing.

that clothing, hair, etc. does not risk getting caught in the belt or
other moving parts.

O-1100796
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to walk carefully in or outside the freezer.
The floor may be slippery.

never to step on the belt.

to switch off the main power supply and lock with a pad lock
before any electrical work begins.

�
Warning
The light circuit may remain alive even when
main switch is off.

�
Warning
Certain components, such as fans will continue
to rotate several minutes after beeing switched
off. Do not enter the freezer before they come to
a stand still.

For further information see your Owner’s Manual - General
Information and Safety.

~~~
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MAIN COMPONENTS

1. Evaporators
2. Outfeed unit
3. Plenum lids
4. Infeed unit
5. Emergency stops
6. Fans

7. Text display
8. Operator terminal
9. Emergency stop button
10. Main switch
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Operator terminal

11. Mode selector switch
a. Production
b. Drying
c. Belt rinsing
d. Defrosting

12. Internal lighting
13. Alarm silence/reset button
14. Belt speed, belt 1
15. Belt speed, belt 2 *
16. Reverse belt direction, belt 1 *
17. Reverse belt direction, belt 2 *
18. Belt drive start/stop, belt 1
19. Belt drive start/stop, belt 2 *
20. Production line control, belt 1
21. Production line control, belt 2 *
22. Main start/stop of freezer

* Optional equipment

~~~
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BEFORE START
Precautions before starting
1. Open the freezer doors.

2. Check that no one is inside the equipment.

3. Check for any loose items left inside the freezer such as
tools, cleaning towels or hoses.

4. Lower all impingement lids to closed position.

5. Close all plenum lids.

6. Check for ice along the edge of the plenum lids. Manually
remove the ice or run a freezer defrost if needed.

7. Close all freezer doors.

8. Close all outer drains.

Note!
The impingement lids must be in closed position and the plenum
lids must be closed. If not, the freezer does not work.

~~~
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STARTING
Note!
If the freezer is to be used shortly after defrosting, it must be
thoroughly dried.

• Set the program selector to position 2 - drying, and press
the start button to start the fans.

• The fans will stop automatically when the temperature
exceeds +30 °C.

1. Set main switch to position I.

2. Wait until the alarm reset indicator lamp is lit alone, then
press alarm reset to reset emergency stop circuit.

3. Set the mode selector switch to position 1 - production.

4. Set desired holding time.

5. Press the main start button. The lamp will flash until all
selected equipment are running properly.

6. Select production line control (if installed) by setting the
button in its outer position (lamp is lit).

7. If necessary, adjust the holding time.

Note!
The freezer belt must be running when the temperature drops
below freezing point.

~~~
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DURING PRODUCTION
Temperatures
Regularly check air and evaporating tempera-
tures. Check application specification, for cor-
rect values.
If the temperatures are outside the normal
operating limits, call the line supervisor.
Following temperatures and holding times are
always shown in the text display (when no
alarm occurs).

1. Air temperature (°C)
2. Evaporating temperature (°C)
3. Holding time (min), belt 1
4. Holding time (min), belt 2 (optional)

Alarms
If the horn sounds, press the alarm silence/reset
button once.
An alarm number shows up on the text display,
for further instruction see manual sheet “Alarm,
Alarm indication and resettings”.
When the fault is cleared press the alarm reset
button once more.
If several alarms are active, each alarm must be
cleared separately.

Sounds
Noise
Check the freezer for abnormal sounds.

~~~
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STOPPING

1. Press the stop button.

2. Set the main switch to position 0, unless defrosting is to be
carried out or the freezer is to be started again soon.

~~~
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DEFROSTING
Water defrosting, automatic defrost
Conditions
Local conditions must be taken into consideration during
defrosting.

1. Open all outer drains.

2. Set mode selector switch to position 4 - defrost.

3. Press the main start button. Defrosting is automatically
performed. The button light is green during defros.
No other functions will work until the defrost is completed.

4. Set the main switch to position 0, unless the freezer is to be
started again soon (see note below).

Note!
If the freezer is to be used shortly after a defrosting the freezer
must be thoroughly dried:

• Set the mode selector switch to position 2 - drying and
press the start button. The fans start.

• The fans stop automatically when the temperature exceeds
+ 30 °C.

~~~
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ALARM INDICATION AND RESETTING
When an alarm is tripped following happens:

� An alarm siren is heard.
� Alarm lamps flash.
� The code for the alarm is shown in the display.

How to reset an alarm
� To mute the siren press the alarm reset and silence button.
� To reset the alarm press the button again.

)
Warning
Never reset an alarm without checking and
rectifying it’s cause.

Alarm list on next page.
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~~~

Alarm list

edoC mralafoesuaC noitacidnI ydemeR
10:23 deppotseniltcudorP

)rezeerfretfaenildeppotS(
.potsstleB :esuacelbaborP.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS

retfatratseR.deppotsrezeerfretfatnempiuqE
.ydemer

10:63 mralatnalpnoitaregirfeR on,mralanoitamrofnI
.ydemercitamotua

tuhS.esuacenimaxE.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS
noitaregirferagnitlusnocretfanoitcudorpnwod

.reenigne

10:83 neporooderusolcnE .stlebdnasnaF enimaxeylluferaC.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS
.rooddesolcyldab:esuacelbaborP.esuac

.ydemerretfatratseR

10:44 )sesufnommoc(daolrevO -tiucriccitamotuA.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS
.tratserdnaesuacenimaxE.dereggirtrekaerb

10:74 deppirt1tleB
dnaesuacenimaxE.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS

.noitcurtsbotleb:esuacelbaborP.ydemer
.tratseR

20:74 deppirt2tleB

30:74 deppirt3tleB

40:74 deppirt4tleB

11:94 deppirt1eludomni1naF

dnaesuacenimaxE.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS
evomeR.dekcolbnaf:esuacelbaborP.ydemer

.tratserdnaelcatsbo

21:94 deppirt1eludomni2naF

31:94 deppirt1eludomni3naF

12:94 deppirt2eludomni1naF

22:94 deppirt2eludomni2naF

32:94 deppirt2eludomni3naF

13:94 deppirt3eludomni1naF

23:94 deppirt3eludomni2naF

33:94 deppirt3eludomni3naF

14:94 deppirt4eludomni1naF

24:94 deppirt4eludomni2naF

34:94 deppirt4eludomni3naF

15:94 deppirt5eludomni1naF

25:94 deppirt5eludomni2naF

35:94 deppirt5eludomni3naF

10:35 deppirtpotsycnegremE .potssnoitcnufrezeerfllA enimaxeylluferaC.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS
.tratserdnamralateseR.esuac

10:45 yrettabwolCLP on,mralanoitamrofnI
.ydemercitamotua

.yrettabecalpeR.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS

10:55 nierutrepmethgihooT
rezeerf

.C°53+tapotssnaF :esuacelbaborP.langiscitsuocaffohctiwS
.gniyrdrezeerfgnirudgnolootgninnursnaF

.nim51~retfatratserdnasroodnepO
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CLEANING
Areas to clean

1. Inside the plenum
2. Fan wheels, cones
3. Outfeed unit
4. Freezer belts
5. Conveyor belt side panels
6. Underneath the topsheets

and top of lower impinge-
ment ducts

7. Return rails
8. Inside lower impingement

ducts
9. Topside of top sheets
10. Floors and drains
11. Both sides of plenum lids
12. Infeed unit

General
Every time the equipment is defrosted, it should be thoroughly
cleaned.
Frigoscandia Equipment recommends low pressure cleaning.
High pressure cleaning has several disadvantages such as
spreading dirt and bacteria, as well as causing damage to the
equipment and physical strain for the cleaning personnel.
Use low pressure foam cleaning and disinfection which gives an
optimum utilization of chemicals and water. For more information
see manual sheet “Operation, Detergents and Disinfectants” .

Defrosting
• Open all outer drains.
� Close the freezer doors.
• Defrost the evaporators according to separate instruction.
• Run the evaporator fans until all ice and snow is melted.
• The freezer can also be defrosted by spraying hot water

(max. 60 °C) inside the freezer.

)
Warning
The evaporator fins are extremely sharp!  Use
caution when working in and around the freezer.

2
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Rinsing
Rinse the freezer with hot water (max. 60 °C).
Do not spray water directly on electrical components.
To reduce recontamination rinse from top to bottom, in the
following order:

� Freezer ceiling between coils
� Top of lids
� Underside of lids and top of ducts
� Inside ducts
� Belt

The freezer has a semiautomatic belt rinsing system, start
the belt rinsing process according to separate instruction.

� Inside plenum
� Return rails
� Conveyor side panels and fans
� Floors and drains
• Infeed and outfeed units outside freezer

Detergent
Apply the detergent according to manufacturers instructions.
Apply detergent from top to bottom in the following order:

� Freezer ceiling between coils
� Top of lids
� Underside of lids and top of ducts
� Inside ducts
� Inside plenum
� Return rails
� Conveyor side panels and fans
� Floors and drains
• Infeed and outfeed units outside freezer

Run the belt and apply detergent manually from the top until the
entire belt is done.
Let the detergent work according to manufacturers instruction.
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Rinsing after detergent
Rinse the freezer with hot water (max. 60 °C). Ensure that all
detergent is rinsed off.

Disinfection
• Apply the disinfectant according to the suppliers instruc-

tions.
• Apply the disinfectant from top to bottom in the same way

as the detergent (see previous page).
• Close the doors and start the evaporator fans for a few

minutes.
• Let the disinfectant work according to suppliers instructions.

Rinsing after disinfection
Rinse the freezer with cold water. Ensure that all disinfectant is
rinsed off.

Drying
Important!
The freezer must be thoroughly dried before operation.

• Open all outer drains.
• Start the evaporator drying process according to separate

instructions.
• The drying process is automatically stopped after about 15

minutes.

~~~
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HEAVY DUTY BELT RINSER
The heavy duty (HD) belt rinser is to be used intermittent during
production to keep the belt clean from product debris.

The HD belt rinser normally runs automatically and the se-
quence (cycles / 24 hours) is set in the setup menu (FSE
config). If the belt needs more rinsing after an automatic cycle,
an extra rinse cycle can be started manually by pressing the belt
rinser start button.

Before start
1. Check that the tank is clean and in correct position, i.e. the

LED on the inductive transmitter is lit.
2. Check that the filter is clean and is in correct position in the

tank.

Starting
Automatic
The HD belt rinse will start automatically at selected sequence
in the setup menu. The HD belt rinse will stop automatically after
set number of belt laps in the setup menu.

Manual
� Push the start button for the HD belt rinse.

The  belt rinser will stop automatically after set number of
belt laps in the setup menu (FSE config).

Cleaning
The HD belt rinser is built to make cleaning easy.
• All pipes have clamps for easy disassembly.
• Air knife assembly can be removed.
• Spray pipe ramp can be removed.
• The tank can be removed between the cleaning sequences.

This makes it possible to clean both the tank and filter
before each cleaning sequence.

~~~
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noitacificepstcudorP deefnitcudorP
)C°(.pmet

tuphguorhT
)h/gk(

/noitaropavE
rialamron
)C°(.pmet

)nim(emitgnizeerF
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APPLICATION SPECIFICATION
Approx. set values
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DETERGENTS AND DISINFECTANTS
Cleaning and disinfection agents may be corrosive to some of the
many different materials found in food processing equipment. For
Frigoscandia equipments, attention is made to the material
selection. Cleaning and disinfection agents are chosen with
respect of the materials in Frigoscandia equipment.

Below find proposals for products for cleaning and disinfection of
Frigoscandias equipments. The products can be used for manual
sanitation as well as sanitation using a CIPsystem.

lioslacipyT
stnenopmoc

rofstnegreteD
gninaelcraluger

tnatcefnisiD roftnegreteD
*gninaelcdicA

yrtluopdnataeM nietorpdnataF Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

hsifllehsdnahsiF nietorpdnataF Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

tiurfdnaselbategeV dnaseyD Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

setardyhobrac BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

yrekabdnadaerB tafdnasnietorP Btnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

Atnegretedro Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

maercecI staF Atnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

BtnegretedroC°06-04 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

slaemydaeR denrubdnataF Etnegreted%4-2 %2-1 %3-2

sudiser BtnegretedroC°06-52 Mtnatcefnisid Ctnegreted

* When/if necessary to remove scale etc. use acid detergent.

Note!
The specified concentrations must be kept to ensure sufficient
inhibition. Temperature should be close to or higher than the
melting point of the fat.
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Recommended detergents and disinfectants or
comparable from other suppliers

tnegreteD noitpircsedtrohS lekneH
balocE

A cinoinondnacinoinadnaetahpsohpnodesabtnegagninaelcenilakladliM
.stnatcafrus

21xapot-3P

B ,)ssendrahretawdnibot(stnegagnixelpmochtiwtnegagninaelcenilaklA
nokcattatneverpot(etacilisdnaedixordyhmuidos,tnatcafruscinoinon

.)muinimula

71xapot-3P

C .tnatcafruscinoinondnadicacirohpsohpnodesabtnegagninaelcdicA
.slatemtsomnokcattaecuderrotneverpotsrotibihninoisorrocsniatnoC

65xapot-3P

D .tnatcafruscinoinondnadicacitcalnodesabtnegagninaelcdicadliM
.slatemtsomrofelbatiuS.srotibihninoisorrocsniatnoC

85xapot-3P

*E muidos,edixordyhmuidosnodesabtnegagninaelcenilaklagnortS
nokcattatneverpot(etacilis,)lioscinagronwodkaerbot(etirolhcopyh

.tnatcafruscinoinondna)muinimula

86xapot-3P

F retawdnibot(stnegagnixelpmochtiwtnegagninaelcenilaklagnortS
stnatcafruscinoinondna)ssendrah

91xapot-3P

*G muidos,edixordyhmuidosnodesabtnegagninaelcenilaklagnortS
.tnatcafruscinoinondna)lioscinagronwodkaerbot(etirolhcopyh

66xapot-3P

tnatcefnisiD

M gnimaofwolsitcudorpehT.etatecaenimanodesabtnatcefnisidlartueN
.evisorroctondna

99xapot-3P

* These detergents are based on chloride, and could oxidize
materials such as PVC, Polyuritan, POM and galvanized
steel.  When using this detergent, it is of most importance
with careful rinsing in order to get rid of all detergent.

For information of materials used in Frigoscandia equipments see
Manual sheet “Materials in freezer”.

~~~
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lairetaM .cepS nidesU tnegreteD )1 tnatcefnisiD )1

A B C D E M

leetssselniatS 3332SS enoztcudorP *** *** *** *** *** ***

muinimulA 0214SS leehwnaf,rotaropavE *** *** ** *** ** ***

enelyhteyloP EP-DH spirtsedilG *** *** *** *** *** ***

latecayloP MOP stekcorps,sgnilaeS *** ** ** ** 0 ***

enociliS gnikluaC *** *** *** *** *** ***

tniaP srotoM *** *** *** *** ** ***

lositsalP CVP slenaperusolcnE *** *** *** *** *** ***

citsalpomrehT sgnilaeS *** *** *** *** 0 ***

MATERIALS IN FREEZER
In the table the freezer materials are listed together with influ-
ence of the recommended detergents.

*** Excellent

** Good

* Suitable

0 Conditionally suitable

- Not suitable
1) See manual sheet 0000 - 05 - 01 - 90.

~~~
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.on.soP ecalpecnanetniaM ecnanetniamfoepyT

1 tinudeefnI

spirtsedilG notidnockcehC

tlebroyevnoC notidnockcehC

2 snaF

senoctelnI esionrofkcehC

3 sdilmunelP noitcnufkcehC

4 tinudeeftuO

reparcstcudorP noitcnufkcehC

5 tnempiuqelacirtcelE

potsycnegremE noitcnufkcehC

tnempiuqelanoitpO

nisnoitcurtsnietarapesotgnidroccatuodeirracebotsiecnanetniam,dellatsnisitnempiuqelanoitpoynafI
."ecnanetniamevitcerrocdnaevitneverP"noitces

WEEKLY MAINTENANCE
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Infeed unit
Check condition of glide strips, adjust or replace
when necessary.

Check position of the conveyor belt.
If the belt is not properly aligned, it will rub
against one side rails or the other, not in the
centre.

• Make small adjustments when centering the
belt. Give the belt time to correct itself
before re-adjusting it.

Adjust belt alignment at the infeed unit
1. Loosen the jam nuts (A) on the threaded rod

which moves the stainless steel support
block.

2. Turn the belt ON.
3. Rotate the threaded rod (B) a ¼ turn.  Wait

until the belt moves to its new position. If the
belt moved the wrong direction for align-
ment, turn the threaded rod in the opposite
direction. The belt should be centered.

4. Re-tighten the jam nuts.

The conveyor belt will stretch over time, and a
portion of the belt may need to be removed to
retain proper tension.
See manual sheet “Corrective maintenance,
Adjusting the belt length”.

B

A
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Fans
Check condition of the fans.

� If a fan is making noise, the inlet cones may need to be
adjusted.

� If a fan vibrates badly and is out of balance, a piece of ice
may be stuck to the fan wheel. To prevent this, the fan
wheels should always be running as the freezer is cooled
down.

Adjust the fan inlet cones
1. Open the plenum lids and enter the plenum chamber.
2. Disconnect electrical connections to fan motor.

)
Warning
Checks on electrical equipment should only be
carried out by a qualified electrical engineer.

3. Loosen the eight fasteners and move the cone slightly to a
location where the fan wheel is no longer rubbing against
the cone.

4. Re-tighten the fasteners.

Plenum lids
The plenum lids must be closed properly for best freezer opera-
tion and minimal frost build-up on the top sheets and lower
impingement ducts.

� Check that the lids are closing properly, along the edge of
the lids.

Outfeed unit
Check that the product scraper is tight against the belt.

� Tighten all fasteners securely.
A gap is dangerous, because someone could get their finger
in between the scraper and the belt and be seriously injured.
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Electrical equipment
Check function of emergency stop.

1. Press the emergency stop button on the control panel.
2. Check that acoustic and light indicators function as in-

tended.
3. Check that the control panel displays an alarm indication.
4. Mute and reset alarm.
5. Repeat check with the remaining emergency stop buttons.

Total number of emergency stops
Infeed 2 pcs
Outfeed 2 pcs
Control panel 1 pc

~~~
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MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
When performing monthly maintenance, also carry out weekly
maintenance.

.on.soP ecalpecnanetniaM ecnanetniamfoepyT

1 tinudeefnI

sleehW noitidnockcehC

srenilgninepotleB noitidnockcehC

2 tnempiuqelacirtcelE

yalpsidlenaplortnoC noitcnufkcehC

stnemelegnitaehrooD noitcnufkcehC lacirtceledeifilauQ
!ylnoreenignehctiwsrooD noitcnufkcehC

3 tinudeeftuO

stekcorpsevirddnasleehW noitidnockcehC

srenilgninepotleB noitidnockcehC

4 erusolcnedetalusnI

erusolcnE egamadrofkcehC

slaesroodrebbuR noitidnockcehC

erawdrahrooD tsujdadnakcehC

5 srotaropavE

eganiardliO lioniarD noitaregirferdeifilauQ
!ylnoreenigneselzzonyarpsgnitsorfeD noitnufkcehC

tnempiuqelanoitpO
nisnoitcurtsnietarapesotgnidroccatuodeirracebotsiecnanetniam,dellatsnisitnempiuqelanoitpoynafI

."ecnanetniamevitcerrocdnaevitneverP"noitces
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Infeed unit
Check condition of wheels.

• Check the wheels (A) for wear and move-
ment on the infeed unit, replace when nec-
essary.
See illustration showing wheels when the
belt is removed.

Check condition of plastic belt opening liners,
replace if necessary.

Electrical equipment

)
Warning
Checks on electrical equipment should only be
carried out by a qualified electrical engineer.

• Check that the control panel display is operating properly.
• Check function of the door heating element.

Note!
The thermostat switches for all heating functions are on when
the temperature inside the freezer is below freezing point.

Check condition of door switch.

• Set the mode selector switch in position 2 - drying.
• Push the start button.
• Check all doors, one at a time, by opening and closing it

immediately.
• Check that the acoustic and visual indicators function as

intended.
• Check that the control panel displays an alarm indication.
• Mute and reset the alarm.

A

AA

o
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Outfeed unit
Check condition of wheels and drive sprockets.

• Check the wheels (A) and drive sprockets
(B) for wear and movement, replace when
necessary.
The drive spockets should engage the belt
uniformly, and the drive sprocket teeth
should not be worn down.

Check condition of the plastic belt opening
liners, replace if necessary.

Insulated enclosure
Check for seal leakage and enclosure damage.

• Check the condition of the rubber door seals and make sure
they are not damaged.

• Check the enclosure for damage.
• Check joint seals, repair immediately with silicone sealant

when necessary.
• Check the door hardware, adjust when necessary.
• Check pipe and cable penetration seals, repair when neces-

sary.

Evaporators

)
Warning
Checks on refrigeration equipment should only
be carried out by a qualified refrigeration engi-
neer.

• Open the drain valve(s) and drain the oil from the evapora-
tors.  (Only in R717 (ammonia) coils).

• Check that the water defrost spray nozzles are not clogged.
• Check that the valves close completely, a leaking valve

could cause severe damage.

~~~
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.soP
.on

ecalpecnanetniaM ecnanetniamfoepyT

1 tnempiuqelacirtcelE

roodlenaplortnoC noitidnoclaesrebburkcehC

selbaC .noitidnockcehC lacirtceledeifilauQ
!ylnoreenigne

tnempiuqelanoitpO
snoitcurtsnietarapesotgnidroccatuodeirracebotsiecnanetniam,dellatsnisitnempiuqelanoitpoynafI

."ecnanetniamevitcerrocdnaevitneverP"noitcesni

1

Electrical equipment

)
Warning
Checks on electrical equipment should only be
carried out by a qualified electrical engineer.

Check the following electrical equipment for wear and damage:

• Check the rubber seal on the control panel door for wear.
• Check the cables for damage.

~~~

YEARLY MAINTENANCE
When performing yearly maintenance, also carry out weekly
and monthly maintenance.
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LUBRICATION
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RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS
Oils
Oil A, B
For use in hydraulic systems. Ambient temperatures between
+40 °C and -50 °C

Examples:
BP Energol SHF - LT 15
Esso Univis J 13
Mobil DTE 11
Shell Tellarctic

Oil C
For lubrication of Kopp-variators.

Examples:
BP Energol CS 10
Esso Spin Way 10
Mobil Mobilfluid 62
Shell Vitrea Oil 10

Oil D, E
For lubrication of standard gearboxes. Ambient temperatures
between +40 °C and -5 °C.

Examples:
BP Energol GR - XP 220
Esso Loadway EP 220
Mobil Mobil gear 630
Shell Omala 220

Oil F
For lubrication of standard gearboxes. Ambient temperatures
down to -50 °C.

Examples:
BP Bartran HV 15
Esso Hydraulolja SH 15
Mobil SHC 624
Shell Tellus Oil T 15
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Oil G, H
For lubrication of roller chains. Ambient temperatures down
to -50 °C.

Examples:
Mobil Pyrolube 830 (spray)
Klüber Klüberoil 4UH1-15 (spray)

Oil J
Foodstuff approved oil for lubrication of FRIGoDRIVE drive
system. Ambient temperatures down to -50 °C :

Example:
Frigoscandia Formula 410

Oil N
For lubrication of PIV variators

PIV Varifluid (No alternatives)

Oil P
For lubrication of worm gears. Ambient temperatures down
to -30 °C.

Examples:
BP Energol GR - XP 150
Esso Loadway EP 150
Mobil Mobil gear 629
Shell Omala 150

Oil S
Foodstuff approved oil for lubrication of gearboxes in
GYRoSTACK  freezers. Ambient temperatures down to - 40 °C.

Note!
These oils are not to be mixed with other oil qualities.

Examples:
STATOIL Glycolube 150
Frigoscandia FLTO

Oil T
For lubrication of worm gearboxes. Ambient temperatures
between +40°C and -5 °C.

Examples:
Mobil Glygole 80

Shell Tivela oil WB

Klüber Syntheso D 220 EP
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Oil U
Foodstuff approved oil for lubrication of FRIGoDRIVE drive
system. Ambient temperatures between  0 °C and +40 °C:

Example:
Klüber Klüberoil  4UH1-100

Grease
Grease K
For lubrication of roller bearings.  Ambient temperatures down
to -50 °C.

Examples:
BP Energrease LT 2
Esso Unirex Lotemp EP
Mobil Mobilgrease 28
Shell Syntix 100
SKF LGLT 2

Grease L
For lubrication of roller bearings. Ambient temperatures down
to -30 °C.  More water resistant than Grease K.

Examples:
BP Energrease LS - EP 2
Esso Uni - Way EP 2 N
Mobil Mobilgrease HP
Shell Alvania EP 2
SKF LGEP - 2

Grease M
For lubrication of chains in FRIGoDRIVE drive systems.

Example:
Klüber Isoflex Topas NCA 52

Grease R
For use in central lubrication system in GYRoSTACK freezers.
Ambient temperatures down to -40 °C

Examples:
Frigoscandia FLTG
Klüber Klübersynth UH1 14-1600

~~~
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ADJUSTING THE BELT LENGTH
If a section of the conveyor belt becomes damaged or
stretched, a portion of the belt has to be removed.
Follow the steps and illustration below.

Splicing the belt
Splicing rods, with washer, are required in order to connect the
conveyor belt.

1. Push the splicing rod (A) through the side links and weave
through the mesh of the belt.

2. Weld the washer (B) to the rod at the end that has no head.
3. Carefully grind the weld on the washer to a smooth finish.
4. To remove a link, cut two cross rods, pull them out, and then

reconnect the belt as described above.

To properly adjust the belt tension after splicing, see manual
sheet “Preventive maintenance, Weekly maintenance” .

Cutting the belt
As the belt wears it gets longer, when it gets too long to be
adjusted, remove a link from the conveyor belt.
See manual sheet “Preventive maintenance, Weekly mainte-
nance”.
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FAN AND FAN MOTOR
REPLACEMENT

1. Place a hardboard on top of the top sheets.
Note!
Stepping on the top sheets without protec-
tive cover may cause damage.

2. Attach a come-along in the lifting plate (C) at
each side of the fan-unit.

3. Attach straps around the fan mounting plate
and tighten come-alongs.

4. Remove fasteners between fan mounting
plate and plenum brackets.

5. Lower the fan unit onto the hardboard.
6. To remove the fan from the motor, loosen

the taper lock bushing at the fan and pull fan
from motor shaft.

7. Note!
8. Mark the fan position at the shaft to ensure

correct fan placement in the fan cone at
assembly.

9. Assemble in opposite order and check that
the fan is centered to the fan cone.
~~~
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Monthly
1. Check pipes for water leakage and air hoses for air leakage
2. Check the spray curtain holes to make sure they are not

clogged.
3. Check the spray nozzles to make sure that they are not

clogged. Also check that the nozzles are in correct position.
The spray pattern should be across the belt.

4. Check that the pressure gauge functions. Make sure the
gauge reads approximately 7-10 bars when the pump is
running.

Note!
A higher pressure indicates clogged spray nozzles or screen on
the trap strainer of the pump.
A lower filter indicates clogged filters in the tank.

5. Check the filter for damage and make sure they are not
clogged

Yearly
1. Check the pump and the electrical motor for abnormal noise

and vibrations.
2. Check function of pump pressure control.
3. Check trap strainer basket and clean it as necessary.
4. Check function of level switch. Filling of water should stop

when level is reached. If level drops during production the
pump should stop.

5. Check function of air regulators and filter. Normal setting of
the regulator is 4 bar. If the belt needs more drying before
entering the freezer increase pressure. If less drying is
needed reduce pressure.

Note!
Too low air pressure will not dry the belt enough with ice on the
belt as a consequence. It will likely cause problem at turning
wheels at infeed and drive sprockets at outfeed.

6. Check condition of air knifes. Make sure the air curtain goes
all across the belt.

~~~
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